Face recognition Attendance system using HOG and CNN algorithm
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Abstract. Recognition of faces is one of the most useful applications and has a critical role in the technological field. Recognizing the face is a lively concern for authentication, specifically in the context of taking attendance. Attendance system using face recognition is a process of recognizing the profile of the person by using facial features supported by various computing technology and monitoring. The evolution of this process is focused on achieving the digitizing of the orthodox system of taking manual attendance. Current approaches for taking attendance are monotonous and inefficient. Manual records of attendance can be easily manipulated. The orthodox process of checking attendance such as current fingerprint or card scanning systems are susceptible to proxies. To tackle these issues, this paper has been proposed. The proposed system makes the utilization of various algorithms such as histogram of oriented Gradient (HOG), convolutional neural network (CNN) and support vector machine (SVM). After the face is recognized, the reports of attendance are going to be created, maintained and stored in excel format. The system is examined in various situations like illumination, head movements, and the variation of distance between the face and cameras. The proposed system was found to be efficient and reliable for marking attendance during a classroom with negligible time consumption and no manual work. This system is inexpensive as less installation is required.

1 Introduction

Attendance is very important for administration purposes, but usually it can become a tedious activity, with lots of inaccuracies [1]. The orthodox procedures for maintaining attendance have many limitations because it can be extremely difficult to take roll calls and maintain records when the total count of students is high [2]. Every organization has developed its own steps to take attendance. Some organizations follow a document-based approach and others are using digital methods such as fingerprinting techniques and card swapping techniques. However, these methods also have some limitations because students will have to stand in long queues. If someone fails to bring his identity card, then he won’t be marked present. The digital way of taking attendance is usually carried out with the help of biometric features [3]. Recognizing facial features is one such biometric way to improve digital systems for taking attendance. This method was found to be very efficient in terms of checking attendance. The usual face recognition methodologies do not handle challenges like posing, variation in light, face movements, and obstructions. The method proposed is meant to unravel the downside of present systems. Face recognition has been improved a lot till now, but the necessary stages are face detection, feature extraction, and face recognition [4]. First of all, multiple cameras depend upon the necessity and the size of the room has to be installed on the walls of the class so that it covers the entire class. Video captured from these cameras will be used by the system to get the names of the students who are present. There may be a possibility of getting the image blurred as all the students will be moving. So an enhanced image will be passed to the system for face detection [5, 6]. The system will now first detect the faces in the image, then it will extract the facial features, and at the end it will recognize the students names using those features. Face recognition is accomplished using the CNN (Convolutional neural networks), and SVM (Support Vector Machine) algorithms. After completion of all the steps, the system gives the names of the students who are present in the class. Then attendance of the student is marked in the excel format with respective name and time of arrival. Hardware requirements of this system are less and hence it is a cost-friendly system.
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2 Literature survey

Thida Nyein, et al. [1] proposed a Face recognition attendance system using Facenet and support vector machine this system was divided into three parts first one was preprocessing of raw data in which face alignment is done on the raw data then that data is converted in training dataset in which the images are trained with model and classifier where they used facenet for feature extraction and support vector machine for classification. The flow of the
proposed system is machine starts from taking image as an input and then face detection is done by using openCV and then feature extraction and embedding is done by using Facenet and feature matching is done by using support vector machine by matching with trained dataset. After that, it records the attendance by faces and then generates an excel file for attendance records. The accuracy they were getting was 80%. This system was foundation of idea for the face recognition attendance system but the limitations of the process was that with Facenet if person is wearing any accessories then it becomes difficult for the algorithm to detect faces and the accuracy was also low.

Ketan Mahajan, et al. [2] author proposed two phase attendance system scheme were making use of Probability based face mask Pre-Filtering (PFMPF) and Pixel based hierarchical Feature Ad boosting (PBHFA) . The author were making use of this algorithms to solve the problem in Harr cascade method . The system was divided into two parts first part is training phase which has two steps first is face detection using Viola Jones algorithm and next is feature extraction which is done by using PCA algorithm. The testing part was divided into 2 section training dataset and testing dataset limitations with the system was training time was very slow and it also has high False detection rate and the system was effective when the face is in frontal view . They have not used any face centralization method.

Vidya Patil, et al. [3] proposed an automatic students attendance marking system using Kth nearest neighbour (KNN). Here, they were acquiring images from the camera, then preprocessing of the image is done by using Histogram equilization method and the face is detected using HAAR cascade algorithm and then features are extracted using the LDA algorithm and then face recognition is done by using three algorithm namely LDA, SVM and KNN . The limitations with system was KNN dont work properly when the dataset is too large and also it is sensitive to noisy and missing data. proposed system has covered all the drawbacks of this system.

In Ali Elmahmudi, et al. [4] proposed a deep face recognition system for partial faces. In this system, the methodology adopted by the author uses a VGGF model which is pre-trained and will be used for feature extraction. This system uses cosine similarity and SVM for classification. In this system, when the partial faces were present in the images, the accuracy of SVM starts dropping, but on the other hand, Cosine similarity keeps holding the accuracy.

Yohie Kawaguchi, et al. [6] has proposed a model which is based on face recognition and constant surveillance . The author has proposed a system which uses active student detecting (ASD) which has two cameras on install inside on the walls of the classroom where one was a sensing camera and other camera were used for the face detection. He has proposed a plan in which estimation of seating area is done by using ASD after that capturing student using capturing camera. The present student has been estimated using background frame subtraction and inter frame subtraction. He has resolve the issue of linear sum assignment by giving correlation of seats and students.

3 Proposed System

3.1 Architecture

The given system is extremely effortless and manageable with coherent functioning. It has data on pupil’s face images and their name. Multiple cameras are installed on the walls of the classroom such that the entire area is covered. Video of the lecture will be obtained by using these cameras.

3.2 System Design

In our system, there will be cameras installed on ceiling of the classroom which will take video input and pass it to the system where system will perform various operations and algorithms to generate attendance report. This system is composed of the following things:

- Image acquisition
- Face detection
- Posing and projecting using FLE
- Face encoding Using CNN
- Comparison Using SVM
- Report generation

3.3 Image Acquisition

This will increase the effectiveness of our system because if one camera is not able to cover certain students then other cameras will get them. There are numerous poses which a pupil can perform. If in any case the system fails to detect faces due to the pupil’s movements, then those faces can be detected in the next iteration of image acquisition. Now, face detection has to be performed to get the faces from the acquired image. As the system detects the face it will further process it to extract facial features and then it will compare those with the facial features present in the database. Now, the name of the student whose image is matched will be updated in the excel sheet. As there will be cases where a pupil is already marked present but his face is again detected in other acquired images. So this system has a provision to make sure that each pupil will be marked as present only once during a lecture. The proposed system flowchart is shown in figure 1.
We all know that a video is a collection set of multiple images captured in a fraction of seconds. So we will take each frame from the video obtained by the cameras and try to find faces in it. If we found face then we will go ahead for centralization of face else we will go for the next frame of the video [7]-[8]. This process of image acquisition is shown in figure 2.

### 3.4 Face Detection using HOG

Face detection is one of the most demanding technologies in the field of machine learning. We have done face detection with the help of HOG. Here HOG features are extracted from multiple face images to be used as part of the recognition mechanism. The HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradient) is a feature descriptor used in machine vision for processing of digital images for the purpose of detecting objects. HOG is extensively known for their use in the detection of moving objects [10]-[11].

After successful calculation of Gradient direction and Gradient Magnitude for each pixel, features can be extracted as shown in figure 5.

### 3.5 Posing and projecting using FLE

Head movements of students in different directions are possible during the lecture. These movements can affect the accuracy of our system. Suppose a same person is looking in different direction; then it is a totally different image for the computer as shown in the figure 6.

So to overcome this issue, we will use Face Landmark Estimation Algorithm (FLE) [12]. The idea of FLE is it will compute 68 landmark points on all over the the faces like edge of both eyes, top of the chin, edge both eyebrows and then it will compute the distance between eyes, nose and the chin. It is shown in the figure 7. After putting 68 landmark points on the face, the final centralized image will be obtained as shown in figure 8. So this image will be used by CNN to generate 128 encoding out of it.
3.6 Face Encoding using CNN

The data set training steps are shown in figure 9. First we will take image of a person and generate 128 encoding out of it. Afterwards we will take test image of another person and also generate encoding out of it and same with the another image; then we will compare the result and tweak the neural network slightly according to the comparison. CNN stands for Convolutional Neural Network [13]-[15]. It is a deep learning technique which is a Mask-based approach. CNN is composed of many layers of neuron; the first layer is used to extract basic features, namely horizontal and vertical edges; the next layer is used to detect more complex features such as corners; as we again move to downwards, we get more complex things such as objects, faces. We will use convolutional neural network model to extract few basic measurements from each face. We will train the model in order to generate 128 measurements for each face as shown in figure 10.

3.7 Comparison using SVM

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a linear classifier. Our system will use this classifier in such a way that it can take all the measurements of unrecognized faces and it will compare them with the measurements of all the images present in our database [16]-[18]. After comparing, it will give us the name of that person whose measurements were closest match. This classifier takes milliseconds to execute. Basically, it introduces the imaginary plane between the two encoding and tries to find the closest match.

3.8 Report Generation

After the face recognition process is done, the attendance report will be updated and the name of the recognized student is inserted into the report along with the time at which the face was recognized. The attendance of all the students is updated only once. It means there will be only 1 occurrence of each student in the report.

3.9 Implementation Details

To implement the proposed system there are some hardware and software requirements.

3.9.1 Hardware

This system needs:

- A high quality camera of resolution 1600x1200 or more to capture the videos [19].
- A device having operating system (Windows, Linux, MacOS), operating voltage of 19V, input voltage of 20-40V, 1 USB port, i7 11th gen or equivalent processor, minimum 8GB RAM, clock speed of 2.4GHz and storage of at least 100GB.
3.9.2 software

To run this system we need:
- An IDE such as pycharm, vscode, etc to make the development process convenient.
- Python version 3.0 and higher.
- Some modules such as OpenCV (computer vision library), numpy, CSV, datetime, os and time.

3.9.3 Training images

- STEP 1: create a folder /train-images/ inside the openface folder.
  mkdir train-images.
- STEP 2: create a subfolder for every single person you want to recognize. For example, mkdir /train-images/Aditya/
  mkdir /train-images/Tejas/
  mkdir /train-images/Ashutosh/
- STEP 3: make sure all images of each person are moved into the correct sub-folders. Also make sure only one face appears in each image. The images don’t need to be cropped. It is done by OpenFace automatically.
- STEP 4: From inside the openFace root directory run the openFace scripts:
  - First, do pose detection and alignment:
    /util/align-dlib.py /train-images/ align outer Eyes And Nose /aligned-images/ –size 96
  This will create a new /aligned-images/ subfolder with a cropped and aligned version of each of your test images.

- Second, generate the representations from the aligned images:
  /batch-represent/main.lua –outDir /generated-embeddings/ -data /aligned-images/
  After you run this, the /generated-embeddings/ sub-folder will contain a csv file with the embeddings for each image.

- Third, train your face detection model:
  /demos/classifier.py train /generated-embeddings/
  This will generate a new file called /generated-embeddings/classifier.pkl.
- STEP 5: Recognize faces Get a new picture with an unknown face. Pass it to the classifier script like this:
  /demos/classifier.py infer /generated-embeddings /classifier.pkl your_test_image.jpg
  You should get a prediction that looks like this:
  === /test-images/Aditya-1.jpg === Predict Aditya with 0.73 confidence.

3.9.4 Implementing system

To implement the system, a camera of recommended specifications should be connected to the computer where all the videos will be stored and all the computations will be done. The computer should have one of the specified operating system with an installed IDE, a specified python interpreter and all the required modules [20].

Once all the requirements are fulfilled then we will first build a program to create an excel file for each lecture on a particular day. Name of this excel file will be subject_date.csv so that every day for the same subject new file will be created. This file will be stored in the corresponding teacher’s folder.

Now, we have to create a program which stores the captured video and updates the names of the recognized faces into the newly created excel file. This program will first acquire images from the video then it will detect all the faces in it using HOG. If any faces are found then it will use FLE so that the faces are centralised. Now, we will pass these faces one by one in the CNN model to get encoding for each of them. Now, it will compare these encoding with the encoding of images of all the students using SVM. This will give the face distance for each comparison and then it will record the attendance of the student whose face distance was least amongst the all. It will keep repeating the whole process during the lecture and then for next lecture the previous program will generate new excel file.

4 Result Discussion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Accuracy</td>
<td>80.15 %</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>99.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Time Complexity (S-seconds)</td>
<td>480 S</td>
<td>124 S</td>
<td>120 S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 Score</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1, we have compared different algorithms and found that SVM has the lowest overall accuracy which is 80.15% followed by KNN which has 97% accuracy while CNN has the highest accuracy among them which is 99.2%. The overall time complexity for SVM was 480 seconds which was slowest amongst all followed by KNN which was able to give time complexity of 124 seconds while CNN was fastest amongst all which was 120 seconds. precision score for svm was 0.78 out of 1 while for KNN is 0.96 and for CNN its 0.99 which is highest amongst the all. From table 1, we have observed that our proposed system is better in terms of accuracy, overall time complexity, precision and F1 score.
The graph presented in figure 11 describes the changes in face distance in different conditions. Face distance is basically difference between the facial features of two faces. So face distance will increase, if there is some difference in the facial features of the two faces. From the graph in figure 11, we can see that there is slight increase in face distance if the lighting condition is bad. Also there is a significant increase in face distance if two faces of same person but one face with beard and other without beard is compared.

Table 2. Classification report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.9920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.9930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.9908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.9918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Predictive Value</td>
<td>0.9921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Positive Rate</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Discovery Rate</td>
<td>0.0082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Negative Rate</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 Score</td>
<td>0.9924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathews Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>0.9838</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The classification report of our proposed system is shown in the Table 2. Here we get the sensitivity score 0.9930 and the specificity score is 0.9908. Our system was able to get the F1 score of 0.9924.

5 Conclusion

The proposed system is able to achieve high precision and more accuracy for recognizing faces and marking attendance in less computational complexity. The economical and physical interference of the system is also less. We have successfully used HOG and CNN algorithms. Using these advanced algorithms, we were able to achieve accuracy of 99.20% and F1 score of 0.9924. We have also observed that our systems accuracy varies with various conditions such as lightning but still we were able to achieve accuracy of 99.20%. We have observed that our proposed system is efficient than any other system using different algorithms such as KNN and SVM. Our system can be further improvised and can be used for different purposes such as for tracking person by including features such as instead of using a single camera, we can use multiple cameras at different locations and interconnect them to form a network which can track a person. This system can also be configured to be used in ATM machines to keep track of the people who are using the ATM so that at the time of fraud or robbery the bank will be able to take immediate action. Also, at the time of elections this system can be used to identify the voter by recognizing his face.
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